Are temporal characteristics of fast repetitive oscillating movement invariant?
Validation of the proportional duration model was attempted using very fast single-joint repetitive horizontal abductive-adductive movements of the stretched upper extremity with minimal cognitive input. Participants drew oscillating horizontal lines during 20 sec. over relatively short distances as quickly as possible without visual feedback. Spatial, temporal, and kinetic parameters were analysed. The amplitude and the time spent accelerating, decelerating, and reversing in both directions of each experimental line were recorded and related to the centre of gravity of the upper extremity. The accelerations of the centre of mass of the upper extremity were calculated and used to calculate the forces involved. The ratios of durations were compared and intercorrelated for the two fastest, two average, and two slowest cycles from each participant. Results exhibited significant standard deviations and variability of temporal and kinetic parameters within individual trials. The number of significant coefficients of correlation within individual trials was small despite the controlling influence of the same generalised motor program. The proportional duration model did not hold for our data. Peripheral factors (probably the length-tension relationship rule for skeletal muscles and viscosity of muscle) may be important in this type of action.